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IDEAS ON HOW WE
LET A POEM IN
More Ideas for Poetry as
Practice continued on Page 2

TRY THIS:

Take a very deep breath, and

let it out. Then read the poem.

Maybe you'll read it again -- if

so, read it out loud. Let it in.

Let the poem be like the

breath that massages your

being. Let it electrify your

throat. Let yourself receive it

through your whole being. Let

it illuminate you. 

If you use this as a prompt for

a free write, remember:

whatever comes through you

is perfect. After you write,

don’t criticize or evaluate your

writing. New work is like a

new life form. It's vulnerable.

Let the poem be. Just let it be

held in loving awareness.

There's nothing different or

better that possibly could

have shown up. This is it!

Day 1 of the Power of Meditation Summit

The following short poem from Gregory Orr combines

well with the Experience Being Breathed practice.

If you choose to use this as a prompt for your own

writing practice, try starting with: "Turn me into song;

sing me awake...." and see where that takes you! More

prompt ideas are on the right column of page 2.

This is what was bequeathed us

This is what was bequeathed us:
This earth the beloved left
And, leaving,
Left to us.
No other world
But this one:
Willows and the river
And the factory
With its black smokestacks.
No other shore, only this bank
On which the living gather.
No meaning but what we find here.
No purpose but what we make.
That, and the beloved’s clear instructions:
Turn me into song; sing me awake.

Gregory Orr

https://onbeing.org/author/gregory-orr/


Every bit of beauty a poem transmits

is an offering someone has lifted up.

Feel the offering of the poem.

You might think of a poem as a vessel

that a poet has filled for you. The

poet has liquefied the essence of

their relationship with this aspect of

life, and poured it into a poem-jug.

When you read, pour the poem into

your own beautiful mind-body. As

you write in response, feel the poem

continuing, streaming back through

you as the offering grows.

The poet writes: "No other world/But this

one:" and goes on to list juxtaposed

elements of this organic and industrial

world: "Willows and the river/And the

factory/With its black smokestacks." The

poet seems to arrive at a profoundly non-

dual acceptance of reality-as-it-is.

Try beginning with the same lines, "No

other world/But this one..." and simply

carry on, listing whatever drops in,

perhaps with the same juxtaposition of

qualities, perhaps not.

You don't need to arrive at acceptance.

Just let whatever arises come out. Let the

poem be a place of refuge where you can

express whatever you like, without

needing to arrive at any analysis at all.  

IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH THIS POEM:

GENERAL IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH POEMS:
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